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Acceleration and Clean Rooms: the

psychological/philosophical doomsday prophets of the

right wing

By Eliot Rosestock



( Eye of Horus and Sun Madala, Olessa)

We, the youngish leftish-left, are bored. We can recite the lines forwards and backwards

of the responsible hippie mother-father who raised us into smart, responsible adults. Boredom

is why we look towards the right; a tell me something I don t know that frightens, confuses

and just plain pisses off those who choose to be Ouija-spirit-channeling-pawn-enactors of the

left s huge punishing superego. These superego embracers are the same others who see

themselves as the ones we are supposed to be listening to and following, but follow the

leader has always been more than (or less than) a logical game of lets match ideal sets.

Entertain me, toss the self-induced academic sperm into the stratosphere of an alien planet to

impregnate it, we say. Give me something that would make the South Park creators blush but

keep reading. Psychologist Jordan B. Peterson and philosopher Nick Land are two people who

couldn t be more different in terms of their personalities and personal identities, but there is
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one thing that both of them are doing: that is, they are framing the left as the ultimate evil and

forcing the left to defend its most basic principles.

Who is this evil force, asks Jordan Peterson, the bloody postmodernists! But who is

Nick Land but the ultimate postmodern, deterritorialized man who has pulled up every

reference point that can be pulled up. While Jordan Peterson stands on the Nietzsche/Jung

soapbox to implore to recognize the necessity of cultural history and recognize the use of

archetypal patterns that have been around as long as mankind has been around, Nick Land

preaches logic as something that is inherently cold, something inhumanly superconductive due

to it s detachment from, but somehow is still talking about the same value of historicism and

culture, but the darker nationalist form of it. Peterson drinking his alcohol recovery coffee

delivers us the beauty of the traditional family life somehow avoiding the repulsive tropes of

conservative Christian dogma, while Nick Land writes about amphetamine fueled sciencefiction metaphysics from his Shanghai apartment. Land is all but disappeared from the public

eye except through his writing, while Peterson s face is on a new video every week, usually

multiple times a week. But this isn t about them as humans, but them as squeezers of the

balloon ready to be popped.

Let me explain entropy to you. It isn’t difficult. It’s the gradient of temporal

irreversibility. Imagine a video of someone dropping an egg. It falls to the

floor, and still smashes. Now dismantle the video into stills. Can you

re-assemble the timeline? Of course you can. It’s only necessary to follow

the divergent wave. Eggs don’t spontaneously un-smash. If you saw that,

you’d know the snaps had been arranged backwardly.

-Nick Land, from Templexity: Disordered Loops through Shanghai Time

The egg is not going to come un-smashed. We aren t going to blank out the existence of the

conservative intelligencia and go back to good old fashioned, the left is always right, and the

right is always wrong, and the right is dumb and the left is the savior of humanity. Times were

simpler when George W. Bush was stumbling over how to pronounce nuclear.

The children of the left have been asking for daddy to come home from his cigarette run

in 1972 for too long at this point. Daddy isn t coming home, and the symbolic order has been
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totally given up on by those who are supposed to be our revolutionary representatives, and

who is there to play catch with us? Why it s Jordan Peterson. But of course, we have to clean up

our rooms before we can play sort the high-in-openness young philosophers with him and

our closest intellectual droogs.

Uncle Nick Land of course is in the kitchen, he s saying something racist that makes

everyone look at us and ask if we are related. In his neo-Chinese garage Nick has already made

contact with the aliens in Alpha-Centauri, but we re going to smash his machine because he

thinks that democracy is done for and that we need to in essence, make fascism great again.

Our anti-fascist (not to be confused with the antifa brand) psych-dad Peterson hears this and

can t believe he s associated with Land in such a , related in some intangible, impossible way.

If you asked them to check their watches though, they d both tell you the same time.

One minute to midnight SDT, Standard Doomsday Time. They see the leftist horde closing in,

the patterns of speech becoming rigid, the violence and anger coming to a head. Land and

Peterson are screaming that the pot is boiling over from the opposite sides of the right-wing.

The neo-fascist accelerationists and the democratic-libertarian Jungians scream bloody murder

that there is something wrong, but how can we listen to the side of George W. Bush?

George W. Bush flies from his Texas Ranch to Neo-Chinese Canada to visit Peterson and

Land in their rented house paid for by hypnotized Patreon supporters to keep the right-wing

pornography coming. Bush with his golf set walks onto the fairway with reporters, just like in

Michael Moore s documentary of him. He laughs about Trump. He looks at reporters.

Now watch this death drive, the 43rd president whispers to us as his virtual-reality

nano-skinsuit face morphs into Nick Land s face circa 1997. Huddled whispers. Cell phones

come out, Youtube hits go up, and the right accelerates into the future while the left cries,

stop! STOP! STOP! But as we know, eggs don t un-crack and reform.
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On Freud’s Psycho-Analysis

By Pencho



( the persistence of guilt, David Ezziddine)



Tension and Anxiety

One of the main features which distinguish us from other higher animals is the

awareness of one s self. With the acquisition of such self-awareness (consciousness), the

human being is endowed with specific psychic functions such as judgment, tolerance, planning,

and memory among others, which are specific to the ego. These psychic functions allow us to

become aware and perceptive of the dangers of reality in relation to time. It is the ego that

provides us with the idea of reality: The relation of time, which is so hard to describe, is also

introduced into the ego by the perceptual system; it can scarcely be doubted that the mode of

operation of that system is what provides the origin of the idea of time . Through the

perceptual system the individual gains the ability to do reality testing and so become aware of

one s nature and of the hostility of the world around.
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Self-awareness, thought-processing, and the introduction of the idea of time in the

mental processes (all of which are characteristics of consciousness) create a defense

mechanism to acquire information from the external world and to prepare the individual for

potential dangers. This defense mechanism operates in the form of anxiety and it does so in

order to preserve the physical well-being of the organism as well as to protect it from possible

mental traumas. Anxiety is associated with a reaction by the brain where it responds to harmful

stimuli (or premonitions of such) with an increase of the excitation reaching the mental

apparatus. Thus, anxiety can be regarded as a preparatory and attentive signal for upcoming

dangers or threats.

With the acquisition of consciousness, three kinds of anxiety arise in service of the

individual – realistic, moral and neurotic:

The ego is the actual seat of anxiety. Threatened by dangers from three directions, it

develops the flight-reflex by withdrawing its own cathexis from the menacing

perception or from the similarly regarded process in the id, and emitting it as anxiety.

This primitive reaction is later replaced by the carrying-out of protective cathexes (the

mechanism of the phobias). What it is that the ego fears from external and from

libidinal danger cannot be specified; we know that the fear is of being overwhelmed

or annihilated, but it cannot be grasped analytically. The ego is simply obeying the

warnings of the pleasure principle.



The realistic anxiety is an anxiety of the dangers and threats of the external world and

the basis of its existence is the self-preservation of the individual; the moral anxiety is emitted

whenever the individual disregards the demands of the super-ego; and the neurotic anxiety s

function is to protect the individual of its own system, of the processes that take place from

within the organism; processes that may perturb the ideal functioning of the mental apparatus,

that of keeping the level of excitation as low as possible.

In the unconscious we clearly have the dominance of the pleasure principle. There are

the primary processes which are yet unbound and which have not yet come to reach the

system of the consciousness and have not yet faced the reality-testing and the reality principle

at work in that system. Freud, in his early work, maintains the concept that unpleasurable

feelings are connected with an increase while pleasurable feelings with a decrease of stimuli. In

the beginning of the essay Beyond the Pleasure Principle , Freud invariably refers to unbound
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processes: We have decided to relate pleasure and unpleasure to the quantity of excitation

that is present in the mind but is not in any way bound , and to relate them in such a manner

that unpleasure corresponds to an increase in the quantity of excitation and pleasure to a

diminution.

This is true insofar as we limit our framework to unconscious processes only. Through

the evolution of our species, some processes in the body (action, emotions, etc.) are no longer

subservient to the id. Once the ideational content has breached certain resistances and has

reached the ego, the processes that would take place in the psyche are now 'bound', i.e. those

processes of energy has to be approved by the ego if they are to take action. Therefore, there

can be a shift of the cathexis and the energies that had hitherto been attached to the contents

of the unconscious processes (unbound processes) can infuse the ego and thus create a

hypercathexis, i.e. the libido would now serve the conscious will.

We must put forward a hypothesis that in the framework of conscious beings not only a

new principle instead of the pleasure principle is established, namely the reality principle, but

also that a specific feeling of tension exists (a tension appearing with the first awareness of

reality and the self). This tension succeeds and augments the pleasure-unpleasure series of the

unconscious being. This tension is, in other words, the conscious equivalent of pleasure. It is

associated with a momentary increase in the quantity of excitation:

Here might be the starting point for fresh investigations. Our consciousness

communicates to us feelings from within not only of pleasure and unpleasure but also

of a peculiar tension which in its turn can be either pleasurable or unpleasurable.

Should the difference between these feelings enable us to distinguish between bound

and unbound processes of energy? Or is the feeling of tension to be related to the

absolute magnitude, or perhaps to the level, of the cathexis, while the pleasure and

unpleasure series indicates a change in the magnitude of the cathexis within a given

unit of time?
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Freud s words confirm our hypothesis that this peculiar tension is most likely linked with

bound processes of energy.



g(x)



Quantity of

excitation of

the mental

apparatus
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Limit
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Pleasure



In the graph the function f(x) shows us the change in the pleasure-unpleasure series in

relation to the quantity of excitation of unbound mental processes. The Nirvana principle states

that the mental apparatus has as its function to keep the stimuli reaching its system as low as

possible. The Nirvana principle coincides with the pleasure principle in unbound processes and

it is also in congruence with Fechner s principle of constancy.

However, in bound processes of energy, or g(x), higher mental excitation (i.e. tension)

can cause feelings of pleasure and, what is more, the higher the quantity of excitation is, the

more acute the feelings of pleasure become. But if the increase in the quantity of excitation

offers pleasure, doesn t this contradict the Nirvana principle? It does – and we are faced with

the eternal conflict of the instincts. The conflict is between the Nirvana principle, which is a

representative function of the death instinct, and the life instinct: Above all they oblige the

nervous system to renounce its ideal intention of keeping off stimuli, for they maintain an

incessant and unavoidable afflux of stimulation. The higher the quantity of excitation is the

stronger the feelings of pleasure become, although this is only up to a certain limit, beyond that

limit the afflux of stimulation is felt as adverse by the standard functioning of the mental
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